Ocean Plastic Clean-Up Mission
Removing 1 million pounds of plastic from our oceans
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OCEAN VOYAGES INSTITUTE SETS GOAL
OF REMOVING A MILLION POUNDS OF
PLASTIC FROM THE OCEAN
Ocean Voyages Institute and Mission Resolve
know that due to the proliferation of plastics
and other toxic elements entering our ocean,
our work and expertise must be scaled up and
focused on ocean health, education and
inspiring people to stop using our ocean as a
garbage pail and start to effectively cleanup our
ocean environment.
Continuing and expanding our cleanup missions
helps us to be removing ever larger amounts of
marine debris and ghost nets. We will be
utilizing our GPS satellite trackers, images from
the International Space Station as well as
working with NOAA Federal and other satellite
partners with spotting ghost nets. One ghost
net frequently leads us to other ghost nets in
the same area. These methods will be a great
help to dynamically solve the issue of deadly
ghost nets and plastics in our ocean which are
killing ocean life and adversely effecting reefs,
shorelines, and shipping.
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THE OCEAN PLASTIC & GHOST NET CHALLENGE
Derelict fishing nets are aptly named ghost nets which are one of the most
dangerous plastics found in our oceans. Long after they are lost, they continue
to entrap and kill fish, whales, turtles and other marine life. These deadly nets
unless removed, will stay in the ocean for hundreds of years, continuing to kill
marine animals. For an example, some species like the Right Whales, have
been so affected by fishing gear that less than 300 remain alive on the planet.
Last year Mary Crowley’s Ocean Voyages Institute team removed over 340,000
pounds of ghost nets and plastics from the Pacific Gyre. This year the goal is
removing over a million pounds of these ghost nets and other plastic debris.
This mission will be accomplished more effectively using the HERV Lana Rose as
the mother vessel and support of this extremely important mission.

Turtle skeleton

Dead tuna
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MARY T. CROWLEY
Mary T Crowley is the Founder and Executive Director of Ocean Voyages Institute, a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. She is one of the Founders and Project Director of the environmental mission
Project Kaisei and personally led two month-long expeditions to the North Pacific Gyre. She is also
Co-Founder of the Mission Resolve Foundation. She has previously served as Executive Director of
the Oceanic Society, publisher of Oceans magazine and on the board of Directors of WELL Network,
Richardson Bay Maritime Association, Project Jonah, the Maritime Museum of San Diego, Sail San
Francisco and many other organizations. She is a founding member of Planetree, which enhances
healing environments in hospitals and healthcare education.
Ocean Voyages Institute (OVI) was founded in 1979 by a group of international sailors, educators,
and conservationists with a mission of preserving the ocean environment, teaching maritime arts
and sciences and island cultures. Their primary work over the past 11 years has been focused on
finding solutions for the escalating problem of marine debris and plastics in our global ocean,
including effective cleanup missions.
Marine Debris & Cleanup Experience
• 2009 - Project Director – Month long research and scientific expedition to the North Pacific
Subtropical Convergence Zone (gyre).
• 2010 - Project Director – Month long research and scientific expedition to the North Pacific
Subtropical Convergence Zone.
• 2018 - Designed & deployed GPS satellite trackers using vessels of opportunity.
• 2019 - Conducted cleanup in the North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone and Kāneʻohe Bay
removing more than 96,000 pounds of fishing nets and consumer plastics.
• 2020 - Deployed GPS satellite trackers using vessels of opportunity. Conducted cleanup in the
North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone removing more than 340,000 pounds of fishing nets
and consumer plastics.

Mary T Crowley
Founder & Executive Director
Ocean Voyages Institute
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JOSEPH E. FARRELL, II
Joseph E. Farrell II is the Co-founder and CEO of Mission Resolve Foundation, a 501c3 non-profit
organization. Patxi Pastor is the other co-founder of Mission Resolve which was established in 2019
and Patxi Pastor is now also the President of the Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation. Joe is also the
founder and CEO of Resolve Marine, a privately held ship salvage company that he founded in
1984. The formation of Mission Resolve was to help compliment and expand the philanthropic work
that Resolve Marine does by asking others to support what a private corporation cannot achieve by
doing it alone.
Resolve Marine, the privately held company has been quietly do amazing philanthropic work since
its beginnings. It is the world’s global leader in ship emergency response and second in general
ship salvage. These jobs have effectively stopped tens of thousands of tons of cargo and millions
of gallons of oil from dumping and spilling into oceans of the world. This is accomplished by having
experienced salvage teams positioned globally. Resolve is a world leader in creating artificial reefs
for fish habitat. This includes sinking the largest artificial reef ever, the ex USS Oriskany a US Navy
Aircraft Carrier. Resolve has the hard-won expertise to understand and know how to work in the
harsh ocean environments of the world, which will include a barge crane operation in the Pacific
Gyre.
At any point in time Resolve has numerous ongoing operations around the world, consequently the
sun never sets on Resolve. Joe gives full credit for his commercial company’s stellular growth to
the Lord above, his global teams, and Resolve’s commitment to helping others. This became the
genesis for establishing Mission Resolve. Over the years Resolve has had some of the largest ship
rescue vessels in the world stationed in places like Cape Town, South Africa, Singapore, Gibraltar,
Sri Lanka and other locals. One vessel in Dutch Harbor has saved numerous crewmembers lives
and vessels. This vessel, Resolve Pioneer, is fully US crewed and stationed there at Resolve’s own
expense. Resolve has also now effectively developed a global network of rescue vessel partners on
which it readily relies on.

Joseph E. Farrell, II
Founder & CEO Resolve Marine
Co-Founder Mission Resolve
Foundation
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Jorge Fernandez
Advisory Board Member Mission Resolve Foundation

Pope Francis – August 2018
”We cannot allow our seas and oceans to be littered by
endless fields of floating plastic. We need to pray as if
everything depended on God's providence and work as if
everything depended on us.”
Jorge is greeted by Pope Francis at the Vatican

Mr. Fernandez, born in Havana, Cuba has been in the International Fortune 100 corporate arena for over 30 years with wide ranging
worldwide assignments. He has been heavily involved with Cuban affairs since 1997 and considered to be an expert on Cuba after his
extensive involvement with Cuba matters of the highest level and was the former Executive Director and Co-Founder of the powerful
national coalition “Americans for Humanitarian Trade with Cuba”.
His comprehensive humanitarian work with Cuba has been primarily through the Council of Churches and the Catholic church,
CARITAS Cuba, CRS, project “Christ for Cuba’, and other religious and non-profit organizations. He has worked with the Catholic
Church in Cuba and the late Cardinal Jaime Ortega of the Archdiocese of Havana and the Vatican since 1997 and participated in the
historic Cuba visits of Pope John Paul II in 1998 and Pope Benedict XVI in 2012 and Pope Francis in 2015.
In 2013 he was a guest of the newly elected Pope Francis at his residence at Casa Santa Marta at the Vatican where he stayed with
his Holiness discussing Cuba and the Catholic Church. On several other subsequent trips to the Vatican he again had the honor to stay
at Casa Santa Marta residence where other important topics were discussed including the state of the environment and climate
change. Pope Francis has demonstrated through his teaching document on climate change (“Laudato Si” 9-2015) an unprecedented
commitment to protecting the environment, the earth and the people. Mr. Fernandez is a member of the Catholic Climate Covenant
supported by Pope Francis.
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INCREASING THE IMPACT
Ocean Voyages Institute’s record-breaking season raised the bar
on mid-ocean clean-up after removing over 340,000 pounds of
plastic litter pulled from Great Pacific Garbage Patch (gyre).
Ocean Voyages Institute’s summer 2020 marine plastic recovery
missions set a record removing 170 tons of ghost nets and plastic
trash from the North Pacific Gyre, which quadruples the group’s
previous year’s record. To increase the impact, more vessels are
needed.
Having the HERV Lana Rose
serve as the mother ship of
the operation is ideal as she
can stay at sea for months at a
time without returning to port.
Additional vessels will be able
to come alongside her and the
barge to drop off recovered
plastics and to replenish
provisions.
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HERV LANA ROSE

Humanitarian & Environmental Response Vessel

The Ocean Voyages Institute's Marine Plastic Cleanup
Initiative has a goal of removing more than a million
pounds of plastic from the North Pacific Gyre. The
deployment of the HERV Lana Rose will assist greatly
in achieving and surpassing this noble and needed
goal.
The Lana Rose, currently docked in Theodore Alabama
will serve as a mothership for this massive ocean
plastic cleanup effort. She was approved to tow barges
by DNV Classification Society and the USCG November
2017. The vessel has the capability to tow a barge. It
is anticipated that we will deploy Yokahama fenders
and have an all-terrain crane with a grab aboard the
barge. Transportation of personnel from the vessel to
the barge will be done with small rib vessels.
The vessel is also equipped to comfortably hold 30
research scientists, educational personnel and media
on board. The expedition will have large media
exposure. Ocean Voyages Institute will be coordinating
the entire mission, which has the primary goal of
massive removal of plastics. Additionally, the mission
will assist with ongoing research, education to youth
and the public about this dire environmental issue and
how they can be part of the solution.

Onboard Command Center & Media Room
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HERV LANA ROSE PARTICULARS
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BUDGET
Preparation for Ocean Plastic Cleanup Expedition

Cost Description

Cost

Final Preparations for Extended Pacific Missions

$320,000

Classification Surveys, Inspections and License Renewals

$73,000

Fuel & Ship Provisioning

$295,000

Crew Mobilization

$12,000

Barge with Small Crane

-

Cost to be determined or possibly sponsored by commercial barge entity

Vessel Preparation Sub-Total
100 Day Ocean Plastic Clean-up Expedition

$700,000
$1,000,000

TOTAL

$1,700,000
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YOUR HELP MAKES THIS IMPORTANT MISSION POSSIBLE
To accomplish this massive plastic cleanup mission in the Pacific, we need initial funding to support mobilization of the
HERV Lana Rose. The vessel will then be able to spend 100 days offshore. All donors will be fully recognized for their
contributions Ocean Voyages Institute looks forward to working with the HERV Lana Rose in other global ocean areas for
additional cleanup expeditions.
The HERV Lana Rose, with your help, can be a modern-day Calypso, cleaning up the world’s oceans with Ocean Voyages
Institute; increasing ocean awareness, global education for the need to protect the health of the our ocean, and
conducting research to create a better ocean environment for mankind. Jacques Cousteau and his vessel the Calypso
have inspired and attracted many people like Mary and Joe to a life on the sea.
Maritime Management manages and crews the Lana Rose. This organization, headed by John Toner is also responsible
for crewing and vessel management of the E/V Nautilus, Dr. Bob Ballard’s research vessel. Dr. Ballard is credited with
the discovery of the Titanic.
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CLEAN-UP EXPEDITION LOGISTICS
The expedition we are conducting would begin May 3rd,
2021 and run for 100 days. The ship would be heading
towards the North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone.
Being at sea for 100 days gives us significantly more time
to conduct this major cleanup mission.
The HERV Lana Rose will be utilizing drones & other
technologies for hunting ghost nets including locating those
that have been previously tagged by Ocean Voyages
Institute’s (OVI) GPS satellite trackers. The HERV Lana
Rose will be removing ghost nets and consumer plastics. All
of the marine debris removed from the ocean during OVI’s
cleanup missions is recycled, upcycled or repurposed. It is
our commitment that nothing goes into landfill and nothing
goes back into the ocean.

OVI GPS Satellite Tracker
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ADDITIONAL EXPEDITIONS WITH THE HERV LANA ROSE
The investment to get the HERV Lana Rose out to the Pacific for this large-scale cleanup will be
just step one of wonderful future activities. Ocean Voyages Institute has cleanup activities in
other parts of the world where HERV Lana Rose can be instrumental to restoring the health of
our global ocean. The plastic problem cannot be tackled in one trip. Multiple cleanup expeditions
planned seasonally for weather-working conditions & locations around the world are being
planned. HERV Lana Rose will also be available to university and research institutes for their
specific oceanographic research activities.
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CONTACT
Amanda Martin
(239) 370-8696
Amanda@MissionResolve.org
Ryan Yerkey
(415) 332-4681
Ryan@oceanvoyagesinstitute.org
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A MISSION THAT TRULY INSPIRES
In closing, as you have seen Mary and Joe have dedicated their lives to our oceans’ health,
each with 40+ years of seafaring experience and global at-sea operations. With this
expertise and your support, we can begin the process of renewing, restoring and preserving
our ocean environment for future generations.
With your participation, we together can accomplish much more for our ocean.
Please join us in this vital work!
Please do not hesitate to contact Mary or Joe directly with any questions:

Joe Farrell
Cell +1.954.410.4536
jfarrell@missionresolve.org

Mary T Crowley
Cell +1.415.999.2426
Mary@oceanvoyagesinstitute.org

